
SSTTRRIINNGGLLAABB  OORRBBIITTOOUURR    
TTOOUURR  PPEERRFFOORRMMAANNCCEE  --  GGOOLLDD  11..2244--11..2288mmmm  

CCOONNTTRROOLL  &&  TTOOUUCCHH  11..2222--11..3344mmmm  
EEXXTTRREEMMEE  SSPPIINN  11..1155--11..3366mmmm  

  

         

    

STRINGLAB is a quite young brand in the tennis panorama. Luigi Bortone is the head manager of this Italian company and 
he's trying, pushing with passion and creativity to go further offering something new and interesting in terms of quality and 
performance.  

These three new polyester strings are the concrete result of a two years work done in close collaboration with pro-t-one 
and Isosport which allowed to send on the market a co-polyester string series called ORBITOUR characterized by oval 
section declined in three different ways.  

GOLD - TOUR PERFORMANCE   1.24 - 1.28mm  

RED - CONTROL & TOUCH  1.22 - 1.34mm  

SILVER - EXTREME SPIN  1.15 - 1.36mm 

The concept of the OVAL section is quite simple and has been developed, with a special design, calibrating thickness and 
width to exalt snap-back and string reactivity. The oval shape is the best to let the string slide laterally and get back to the 
original position, using the lateral inertia to get the best in terms of the polyester resiliency and fast response and the small 
thickness to exalt sensibility and touch.  

The one to one contact point between the strings guarantees the minimum friction and maximum string movement, 
trasmitting good power, spin attitude and lowering the string dynamic stiffness also helped by the low friction material used.  

 

 

 

 



STRINGLAB ORBITOUR 1.24-1.28mm 
GOLD - TOUR PERFORMANCE 

 

STRINGLAB ORBITOUR 1.22-1.34mm 
RED - CONTROL & TOUCH 

 



 
STRINGLAB ORBITOUR 1.15-1.36mm 

SILVER - EXTREME SPIN  

 

 

The ORBITOUR GOLD 1.24-1.28mm is a performance string with a strong racing attitude without excess. It's been inspired 
by high level co-polyester strings of the last years looking for the best combination in all the areas.  

The string response of the "gold line" is fast and lively with a medium-high string stiffness 1.00kg/mm that helps to feel the 
ball, exalting at the same time, feeling and control. The oval shape is not extreme and it seems to use a "classical" round 
string but with something special in it.  

Suggested tension goes from 20 to 24kg but you can string looser to get more power and feeling from the stringbed even 
you have to consider a physiological tension assessment after the firsts two hours of play. 

 

The ORBITOUR RED 1.22 - 1.34mm is the intermediate string of the range and has been thought to cover a wide range of 
needs. Good power, control and spin with an enhanced feeling and ball pocketing given by a softer material and more 
flattened section. This version could be the "right" string for a wide range of players going from intermediate to 
professionals due to the intermediate static (0.90kg/mm) and low dynamic stiffness and a very good main string in 
combination with a ORBITOUR GOLD, a thinner round polyester or a soft multifilament on crosses.  



 

The ORBITOUR SILVER 1.15 - 1.36mm has been designed to give the best in terms of spin attitude and control.  

The feeling is unique due to the strong oval shape with a big difference from thickness and width and the strong snapback 
assures high control in every situation.  

The static stiffness is high (1.15-1.20kg/mm) to exalt reactivity and racing response but the feeling is not harsh because of 
the intermediate dynamic stiffness (230-235g/mm) and strong string movement between the strings.   

This SILVER version of the ORBITOUR line is the right choice for all the players who needs to give more spin pop to the 
racket without feeling the stringbed dead or unresponsive. 

Suggested tension goes from 18 to 22kg to combine in the right way power, spin and control. We have also to underline 
the unique POLY SPRING EFFECT who give the string the strong tendency to recover tension hit after hit and give the 
filament a very good stability and tension maintenance.  

 

Very good choice in hybrid combination with other Orbitour strings as well as multi and natural gut. A special mention to 
reverse natural gut - silver orbitour to get the best in terms of absolute performance and feeling. 

 

for more info please check the website www.stringingpedia.com 

 

Ing. Gabriele Medri   
pro-t-one tech lab 

 
data and test provided by pro-t-one & www.stringingpedia.com 

       


